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COMPUTER - ASSISTED MAPPING FOR CENSUS
COLLECTION - APPLICATION EXPERIENCES
Joel Z. Yan, Geocartographics Subdivision,
Data Processing Division, Statistics Canada
D. Ross Bradley, Geography Division, Statistics Canada

ABSTRACT
The Census of Canada, often referred to as the largest peacetime operation
carried out by the Government of Canada, takes place once every five years.
Its
objective is to count all persons living in Canada at their usual place of residence on Census Day.
To carry out a task like this requires some 35 to 40,000
census representatives (enumerators) to drop off questionnaires to about 10,000,000
households during a very short but specific time period.
To ensure CIl orderly
coverage, maps must be provided to census representatives so that precise
geographic areas are covered once and only once throughout the entire land mass of
Canada.
For the 1981 Census, some 300 collection maps were successfully produced
using a prototype computer mapping system. Given promising results, census management approved the development of a production system for computer-assisted mapping,
with the intention of producing about 8000 enumeration area maps for the 1986
Census.
This paper descr ibes the computer-assisted mapping system being developed, and
application experiences from the 1981 census and a volume pilot study conducted in
January 1983.

R£SM
Le recensement quinquennal du Canada est souvent presente comme la plus grande
operation du gouvernement canadien en temp de paix. Son objecti f est de recenser
toutes les personnes a leur residence habituelle le jour du recensement.
La
realisation de cette tr.che requiert de 35 a 40,000 enumerateurs pour remettre les
questionnaires a environ 10,000,000 menages durant une tres courte mais specifique
periode de temps. Pour assurer une couverture methodique, des cartes doivent etre
fournies aux recenseurs qui leurs permettent de couvrir une fois et une seule fois
l' ensemble du Canada. Pour le recensement de 1981, quelque 300 de ces cartes qui
servent a la collecte de donnees ont He produites avec succes en utilisant un
prototype de systeme de cartographie automatisee.
:l\ la suite de ces resultats
prometteurs la direction du recensement a approuve la mise en place d'un systeme
pour la production des 8,000 cartes des aires d'enumeration du recensement de 1986.
Cet expose decrit le systeme de cartographie assiste par ordinateur, presentement en developpment, son experimentation lors du recensement de 1981 et du projet
pi late de production de masse realise en Janvier 1983.
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1. INTROOUCTION
To carry out a household survey based on area
sampling methodology, good maps are necessary to
ensure that enumerators or interviewers know
exactly the geographic area that must be covered
in the collection of data.
This statement is
true whether it be a sample survey such as the
Labour Force Survey (56,000 households) conducted on a monthly basis or whether it be the
Census of Canada (10 ,000 ,000 households) with
its objective of counting every person usually
resident in Canada at his or her usual place of
residence on Census Day.
The need for easy to read, large scale maps
by thousands of enumerators, not especially
trained in map reading, is more than evident.
To provide these maps is a large costly
Statistics Canada operation, carried out by a
team of clerical staff and draftspersons,
consuming approximately 80 person years and
$1,500,000 for the 1981 Census.
For several years Statistics Canada has been
investigating the use of automated mapping techniques to reduce the cost of this operation and
to improve the consistency of map bases used for
the collection, processing, and retrieval of
census dat a.
2. THE FEASIBILITY STUDY

2.1 [bjective
In the fall 0 f 1979, a study was authorized
by senior management at Statistics Canada to
explore the feasibility of producing, on a highly selective basis, census collection maps by
semi-automated means, which could be tested for
operational adequacy during the collect ion of
the 1981 Census, and for which their use would
have a high potential for subsequent censuses.
The study was initiated in the interest of
sav ing human and financial resources through the
use of technology, and the integration of
activities.
The results of this study have been reported
in detail by the authors elsewhere ( Bradley
1981; Yan, 1982)
The first activity was to determine the scope
of the stud y and to decide on the selection of
sites where the results would be tested for
operational adequac y .
2.2 Scope
(1)

Three s eparate areas were chosen.
They were
a small portion of the Cit y of Kingston,
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Ontario, (ii) a large section of the city of
Gatineau in Quebec, and, (iii) the entire Federal
Electoral District of Windsor West.
There areas
were chosen because of their proximity to Ottawa,
the familiarity of the areas by the staff who
were to work on this task, and the good quality
of the Area Master Files from which this information would be retrieved.
But what is an Area
Master File and from where does it come?
2.3

The Area Master File

Area Master Files contain a logical representation of all cH y streets and other geographic
features such as railroad tracks, rivers, and
municipal boundaries in machine readable form.
The Area Master File (A.M.F.) is a product of the
Geocoding system which was introduced more than
10 years ago to enable retrieval of census data
for user speci fied areas.
Large urban areas (population 50,000 and over)
are divided into block faces.
A block face is
one side of a street between two successive
intersections.
These block faces are small"
enough that when aggregated they become a good
approximation for a user identi fied area.
Each
block face is assigned a central coordinate, to
which files of households, or persons can be
coded i.e., geocoded. When a user needs information from a geocoded file, he outlines his area
of interest on a map. This area is digitized and
becomes a special "query area". All coordinates
falling within this area are aggregated and
statistical data from the Census are tabulated
for those block faces. This process is described
in the bookl et "F acts by Small Areas" (St atistics
Canada, 1972).
Area Master Files now exist for virtuall y all
urbanized areas of the 36 tracted centres in
Canada of 50,000 population and over. This constitutes coverage of over 60% of the Canadian
population.

2.4 Computer-Assisted Mapping Syste.
It was determined that the quality of maps
plotted from the current A.M.F. software was
inadequate for census enumeration because the
street network was shown as single lines.
A
system development activity was undertaken to
overcome the shortcoming of the plotted maps.
Given the short time frame available, there was
not time to develop a production system for the
1981 census.
Blocks were formed and shrunk on
the main frame computer to create double line
street patterns.
Then AMF's were clipped by
pol ygon and street names were placed using a
minicomputer.
Thereafter, street names were
shifted, and additional text not resident on the
input file was added interactively using the
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AUTOMAP cartographic system.
Three or four
cycles of text editing and plotting were
required to produce a final quality map. About
2.5 hours of interactive editing were required
per Census Tract (C T) .
2.5 Results
An evaluation and cost benefit study was conducted of the 32 census tracts maps and 200
enumerator maps prepared by computer-assisted
means ( see Yan, 1982).
The maps were found to be more than operationally adequate in quality.
Even with the
high interactive edit times, the costs of producing the maps from the AMF for the prototype
system were similar to costs of manual drafting
for preparation of the base maps from scratch.
Furthermore, the average person time per map was
reduced from 17 to 9 person-hours. However, the
cost for updating the base map and producing the
final CT diagram appeared less with the traditional method.
The actual costs and
measured are given below:

person

TRADI TIONAL
METHOO

hours

(PH)

PROTOTYPE
COMPUTER
ASSISTED
METHOD

mapping to reduce costs and manpower
requirements of the current prototype
system.
(2) Produce a large number of base maps for
the 1986 Census by the computer-assisted
method,
including
all maps
requiring
redrafting and all maps for new tracted
centres.
(3) Maintain
the
traditional
method
of
producing collection maps for updating and
as backup and work-sharing with
the
computer-assisted system.
(4) Move towards utilizing the AMF as the
unique base for urban areas and extend it
to cover the entire urbanized core of
cities of population 50,000 and over.
(5) Extend the cartographic content of the AMF
base to include additional features for
mapping.
(6) Investigate potential links with other
areas in Statistics Canada, and other
government departments and agencies for
mapping needs via automated production
methods.
( 7 ) Review these decisions in early 1983 based
on results of application experiences.
3. DEVELOPMENT IF A PRODUCTION SYSTEM

Preparing the CT Base
Updating the Base
Producing the diagram

$218
$ 65
$ 18

17PH

$181

9PH

0.7PH

$100 4.5PH

3.1 fbjective

A further cost saving of 30 to 40 per cent
was predicted with development of a production
system for computer-assisted mapping.
Secondly, a savings in the geocoding census
capture operations was expected given that the
CT map used for collection would be consistent
with the A.M.F., which is used for processing
and retrieval of the census data. Moreover, a
consistent geographic base would be used for
urban areas.
Thirdly,
computer-assisted
mapping
could
eliminate the double updating operation of
street patterns: both on the CT maps and on Area
Master Files.
Given
these
anticipated
benefits,
the
following decisions were made in April of 1982:
( 1) Develop and implement a production s ystem
for
computer-assisted
collection

Development of a production system was undertaken to reduce the cost and increase the through
put and reliability of the prototype system.
It
was subsequently decided to utilize the system
for the production of about 1200 CT maps
encompassing some 8000 enumeration area maps for
the 1986 Census. These maps must be provided for
verification in the field by early in 1985.
3.2 Improvement to the Prototype System
In May 19B2 development of a production system
began in earnest.
Priority was concentrated on
reducing the cost whi le increasing the throughput, reliability, and quality.
Major enhancements which were included during
the period May to December 1982 are described
below.
3.2.1 Block Formation System
The system was completely written to use incore processing as comp ared to disk I/ O.
The
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result was a 100-fold increase in speed and corresponding reduction in price.
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prototype system.
3.2.5 Map Touch-up SystBII

This also meant that debugging of the program
could proceed much more quickly because tests
could be turned around on-line rather than overnight.
3.2.2 Polygon Clipping Syste.
The clipping program was rewritten and moved
to the main frame computer. It became the first
step in this process, utilized to subdivide a
large A.M.F. into more manageable units before
block formation.
3.2.3 Cartographic Pro.pter
An online prompter was developed to review
the output from clipping, and for each polygon
to query for cartographic control information
including map scale, and map title information.

We recognized it would be unlikely, if not
impossible, to produce CT maps which would
require no change or "touch-up" given the size of
some CT 's, the dens it y of street patterns, and
the requirement that the maps fit on a single
plotter sheet of about thirty by forty inches in
size. There were two types of touch-up expected:
displacement of text to prevent overlap, and
addition of cartographic information not currently contained on the digital input files.
These
changes could usually be made manually on the
final plotted maps, but given the need to plot
such maps at regular intervals, (at least twice
per census), an automated touch-up which could be
made once digitally, and utilized subsequently
seemed preferable. But, under what circumstances
were touch-ups required? It was decided to conduct a volume test to examine this issue.

3.2.4 Model Loading and Plotting Systa.
4.
This system was retained on the mini-computer
in order to facilitate on-line viewing and edit
of the maps. However, a much streamlined batch
procedure was developed which greatly reduced
the requirements for operator intervention. The
result was an 80% reduction in the cost of processing and connect time from approximately $20
to $4 per map.
At the same time, a much
improved text placement system was developed.
Consultation with cartographers and draftspersons played a useful part in this enhancement. Some of the major elements included:
( a) plotting the name centered along features
every eight inches based on the final
plotscale.
( b) breaking the name into composite words
and at tempting to fi t each word into a
street segment rather than the complete
name.
( c) ensuring that names of dead end streets
do not cross over the junction streets.
( d ) keeping track of the number of names
which do not fit and coding them for
special processing.
( e ) providing
the
option
addresses at block face
street intersections.

of
plotting
centroids or

THE V(J...UME PILOT STUDY

4.1. Ibjectives
To conduct a volume pilot study in order to
measure the progress made in the system development activity and to determine further developments and improvements required to ensure an
effective and efficient production system.
Some
of the other specific objectives were:
(1) To examine a wide variety of computerassisted collection mapping situations
with respect to feasibility and economy of
production;
( 2) To
ascertain
the
amount
of
manual
intervention (i .e., touch up ) required for
computer-assisted collection mapping;
(3) To

test the current prototype production
system with current inputs and determine
what pit falls and procedural problems
exist;

( 4 ) To refine
estimates;

cost,

throughput,

and

time

( 5) To determine the adequacy of the AMF and
CT boundary file for computer-assisted
collection mapping •
4.2. Scope

The objective was to come as close as
possible to producing acceptable qualit y CT maps
without a need for cartographic editi ng which
had consumed about 2 hours per map with the

The initial intention was to conduct the test
for a period of 4 weeks elapsed time, 1 shi Ft,
and produce as many maps as possible in that
time.
Given the availability of the plotter and
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staff, the plan was reduced to 2 weeks.

4.3.3 l)Jality of Outputs

The test involved utilizing the system as it
existed with no manual intervention or touchup. A detailed map checking procedure was developed involving careful review of the maps produced by three groups:
draftsmen familar with
the specifications required, the system team,
and the AMF maintenance personnel.

The quality of the maps has improved significantly from earlier tests, but still requires
some further improvements. In general, the urban
core CT maps at scales of 1:2400, and 1:4800 were
quite good, the rural CT maps at scales of 1:7200
and up were too crowded.
4.3.4 Problems with the Current Syste.
Overall, processing with the current system
went quite smoothl y.
Most operational problems
that occured were resolved. Production controls
went well.

4.3 RESlLTS
4.3.1 Throughput
The test was terminated after one week of the
planned two weeks because there was sufficient
volume and the expected printer had not arrived.
207 CT maps were produced in the 6 shifts
from Jan. 21 to 2Bth on the HP - 1000
minicomputer and from Jan. lBth to Jan.
25th on the Amdahl mainframe computer.
An additional 76 maps were produced from
Jan. 31 to February 2nd.
Throughput was approximately:
45 CT's per shift through the prompting a"ld
block formation phase.
32 CT' s per shift through the model loading
and text placement phase.
4.3.2 Costs
Average production costs in dollars per map
are given below:
Average Cost
Preparation Phase

$

.50

Clipping

0.15

Prompting

0.77

Double Line Formation

0.12

Splitting by CT

1.2B

Model Loading and Processing

4.03

Plotting

5.18

General Overhead

1.66

Total Cost

4.3.5 Lessons Learned
From a detailed check of the volume test maps,
a list of problems was drawn up.
There were
nineteen problem areas identi fied related to the
input boundary and street network files, and
fi fteen problem areas reI ated to the double line
mapping system itself.
Analysis and resolution
of the problems is now underway.
Most of the problems with the inputs arise
from the fact that the AMF was designed and
created primarily as a geographic base for block
face centroids, rather than as a cartographic
base. Some issues such as the addition of parks,
railway spur lines, and divided highways can be
handled easily within the current framework.
Other cartographic shortcomings identified can be
handled by increasing the number of feature types
to include ramps, cliffs, fences, hydro lines,
overpasses etc. It is clear that in some cases a
location for plotting the names will have to be
stored as well as the coordinates which define
the featu re i tsel f.
Some issues such as the
addition of the French accents on names will
require a more detailed cost-benefit analysis.
Most of the system-related problems were
related to the automatic placement of text by the
system.
Many streets were too short for the
complete
name
to
fit
at
the
plot
scale
requested. In other cases, the names of features
close together overlapped.
In Quebec city, for
example, 42% of the names did not fit when
plotted at 1:4800, whereas at only 16~o did not
fit when plotted at 1 :2400.
In the fut ure, the
plot scale will be reviewed based on t he number
of names which "appear to fit".
Some of the
decisions taken which should improve the qualit y
of text placement in the future include:
( a ) leaving dead end streets open so t he
street name will not overlap t he line at
the end of the street.

$12.84
( b ) shifting text slightly cOove most s ingle
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line feature s ( e.g., railwa ys, creeks )
but slight ly below all bounda ry type
feature s ( e.g., city limit names) to
minimi ze the chance of text overla p.
( c ) checki ng for adjace nt segmen ts of simila r
slope for plottin g longer names.
Resolu tion of these problem s is only beginning. Signif icant progre ss is expect ed over the
next year, before the final maps have to be produced for the 1986 Census .
Some of the lesson s learned which could be
genera lized to other compu ter-ass isted mappin g
applic ations are enumer ated below.
Lesson 1:

Lesson 2:

Lesson 3:

Lesson 4:

Utiliz e the automa ted system for
. what it does best.
Don I t insist
that the system produc e the final
map comple tely.
Insist that the comput er-prod uced
map can be touche d up or updated
manua lly.
Set up a projec t team which
includ es
experie nced
person nel
from both draftin g/c artogra phy and
system s develop ment and ensure a
high level of commu ication .
Let
the cartog rapher s provid e the map
speci ficatio ns.
Keep the system friend ly, responsiv e and easy to use, so that
it will more likely be viewed as a
tool and not as a threat by
draftin g person nel.
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compu ter-ass isted method
for the 1991 Census .

is

likel y

to

increa se

5.2. other Happin g Applic ations
Given that the system has been develo ped
taking into a::coun t a genera lized set of requir ements, there are applic ations to other areas
beside s Census .
The system has been design ed to
produc e a set of maps to user spec i ficatio nsfrom
any AMF, and any set of polygo n bounda ries. A
number of di fferen t applic ations have recent ly
been demon strated includ ing:
CT and Forwar d Sortat ion Area ( F .S.A. ) double line maps with postal code shown at
block face centro id for Canada Post corporation ;
- CT maps showin g number of voters per block
face to meet the electio n needs of the
Chief Electo ral Office r of Canada ;
- CT maps showin g data variab les such as
househ old and popula tion count per block
face for field collec tion purpos es.
In the future , one could imagin e that a user
could reques t an urban map by a compu ter-ass isted
method tailore d to his speci ficatio ns. He or she
could select from a menu that include d:
- the polygo ns or study areas of intere st
- the urban area or AMF to be proces sed
- the census data variab le to be display ed
by block- or block face
- the map scale, map title and layout
- single or double line street patter ns
- addres ses to be plotted or not
- other cartog raphic feature s require d

5. FUTURE APPLICATIONS
6. TI-IE FUTURE

5.1. Collec tion Happin q
Even assumi ng that with touch-u p and other
proces sing, the cost increa ses to $60 per map
from th e curren t $13, the compu ter-ass isted
mappin g system should still provid e a saving s of
approx imately $150 per map, compon ents to drafting maps
from scratc h by the traditi onal
method .
This saving s for 1200 maps of approx imately $180,0 00 should cover the develop ment
cost fo r a produc tion system .
Assumi ng t hat a
cost effect ive touch-u p system can be develo ped,
and that the input f iles can be extend ed in
cartog raphic conten t, the future of comput erassiste d collec tion mappin g at the Census of
Canada should be bright .
I f produc ti on of the
1200 maps goes well for the 1986 Census , the
number of census collec tion maps produc ed by the

The future for comput er assiste d mappin g
appear s to be bright . Techno logy would appear to
be in place to allow for the produc t ion of large
volume s of maps for the specif ic purpos e of
collec ting inform ation in an orderl y manner .
Costs for putting a system in place may appear to
be high, but the bene fits which can accrue will
probab l y render these costs to be gUite afford able.
The import ant factor to be consid ered is
that many institu tions should be i n posi tion to
take advant age of this techno logy.
Their needs
while differ ent have many strikin g simila rities.
The Labour Force Survey and the Census of Canada
collec t inform ation from househ olds for the most
sought
after
statis tical series
i n Canada .
Enume rations for electio n purpos es perform a
simila r functio n to those from Statis tics Canada ,
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Canada, and one which allows an election to take
place in an organized fashion. Canada Post, in
carrying out its mandate to deliver the mail in
an effective manner requires a map for control
and administrative purposes.
The same can be
said for municipalities as they provide the many
essenti al serv ices, espec iall y in large urgan
areas. They must though be a change in attitude
amongst cartographers.
They must realize the
potential of computer assisted cartography, and
take the initiative to ensure that they specify
the system to be produced, rather than abicating
this aspect to the computer specialists.
The task of coordinating these needs is formidable, but one which has to be undert aken.
There must be cooperation among the many users
so that the expensive systems to be developped
can be afforded by some sort of system of cost
sharing.
No longer can any duplication of
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effort be afforded.
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